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Welcome to our May edition of Market Focus, providing a monthly update on
MOSL activities and the water retail market.

Strategic Panel publishes its draft priorities for consultation
On 9 May 2022, the Strategic Panel agreed its draft Priority Market Outcomes and Areas of Work for consultation.
The Strategic Panel’s role is to promote,
challenge, and lead the operation and
the evolution of the market for the benefit
of current and future non-household
customers. It transposes the strategic
direction set by Ofwat and Defra into
prioritised outcomes and programmes
of work. Its scope is wide. It can provide
direction and recommendations on issues
across the market including on market
codes, policies, regulation, or legislation

required to evolve the market for the
benefit of customers. It has a key role in
making recommendations to Ofwat and
Defra.

To deliver on the priority outcomes,
five priority areas of work have been
identified, and can be viewed on page
2. The Strategic Panel has sought to
prioritise areas of work most likely to
achieve these outcomes and unlock

value for current and future customers
in the non-household water market. It
recognises that market improvement
projects are already underway, many of
which are delivering results. However, it
has not fully assessed whether all existing
projects will deliver the scale of change
required.

a clear focus on customer outcomes
through creating the right conditions for a
flourishing competitive market. We believe
that the scale of change which is required
is significant which is why it’s really
important that we hear from, and listen
to, trading parties now and on an ongoing
basis.

Therefore, it has been deliberate in
recommending reviews in some areas. The
Strategic Panel sees its role as providing
the appropriate ongoing direction to
enable focused work by ourselves or
others. It will work closely with customer
organisations, MOSL, trading parties,
Ofwat and Defra.

This consultation is the start of that
dialogue and I urge all stakeholders to let
us know what you think and tell us what
your priorities are and why. And let us
know if you disagree - and why!”

The Strategic Panel considers
fundamental change is needed. The
overarching priority is a market that
delivers sustainable economic growth
in its widest sense, creating social,
economic, and environmental value for

Announcing the strategic priorities,
Trisha McAuley, Chair of the Strategic
Panel said: “The Strategic Panel has very
carefully considered the challenges and
the opportunities in the market and with
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customers, market participants, society
and the environment. The Strategic Panel
will place the needs and priorities of
current and future customers at the centre
of everything it does. To achieve this,
the Strategic Panel has identified three
specific market outcomes that will drive
the focus of key priority areas of work.
These are:

The draft Strategic Panel Priority Market
Outcomes document can be accessed
here. Responses are requested by
email to panel.secretariat@mosl.co.uk
by 24 June 2022. The Strategic Panel
encourages all stakeholders to contribute
their thinking to the priorities that
will set the strategic direction for
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the market for the coming years.
As part of its commitment to
engage openly with the market to ensure
that a range of stakeholder views are
able to inform its priorities, the Strategic
Panel has also published its plan of how
it intends to engage with the market in

2022/23 and going forward. As part of this
a series of roundtable events will be held
in June and July to inform the priorities.
The engagement plan can be accessed
here.

Priority areas of work
Underneath each priority area outlined below, sits a detailed programme of work which stretches across three years.

"
MOSL responds to Defra’s Environment Act targets consultation
We welcomed the opportunity to respond to Defra's consultation on the water demand targets that will form part of the Environment
Act.
The proposed target is to ‘reduce the
use of public water supply in England
per head of population by 20 per cent by
2037’ and for this to include ‘a nine per
cent reduction in non-household demand’
by the same date.
We believe a statutory water demand
reduction target has a critical role to

play to drive action to help
secure future supplies.
However, we called on Defra
to provide more evidence on
how the proposed targets were
reached and how they plan for
them to be realised.
We recognise the value of
including the non-household
sector within the target and the
important role that businesses
and water retailers will have
to play alongside wholesalers
to ensure the target is achieved. We
highlight the importance of a system wide
approach to securing water efficiency
savings given that more than 90 per
cent of non-household customers use
water for domestic-like purposes. This
means the messaging and solutions for

these customers will be very similar to
household customers.
You can read MOSL's full response on
our News page here. If you have any
questions on the response or points
made, please email comms@mosl.co.uk.

Join the conversation
Market Operator Services Limited
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Follow us on social media

@MOSL_
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Channel Management update
At the end of this month, MOSL will be launching its new Query Management System (QMS).
The system will be called My MOSL and
will be integrated into MOSL’s website.
We will be launching My MOSL with
the first prioritised process, Unplanned
Settlement Runs (USRs).
To raise a USR currently, trading parties
need to login to the Kissflow platform.
From Friday 27 May, when My MOSL
launches, trading parties will be able to
login to the MOSL website through Single
Sign On, raise a USR and have visibility
of the runs they’ve raised and progress
against them.
At the beginning of March we issued a
communication to Contract Managers and
Kissflow users asking them to sign up to
MOSL’s Microsoft Azure Tenant. Following
a few simple steps, members will be able
to use their own email addresses to login
to the MOSL website, without the need
for their MOSL partners account or to
enter a password. A copy of the original
communication can be found here. We
ask that trading parties sign up to the
Azure Tenant no later than 26 May to
ensure they will be able to raise a USR
through My MOSL from Friday 27 May.
Whilst we encourage all trading parties
to start raising USRs through My MOSL
from 27 May, we will be running a cutover
process for USRs in Kissflow during
June. From 24 June, we will close the

USR process in
Kissflow so it is
important users
are familiar with
the new system
by this time.
This launch is
the first step in
launching the
QMS, which is a
commitment made
in our 2021-24
Business Plan.
Following the launch of the USR process,
we will also look to migrate the Medium
Volume Interface (MVI) across from the
MO Portal to My MOSL. This is expected
to take place in mid-June and will also
require users to be signed up for the
Azure Tenant (Single Sign On (SSO)).
Moving our processes across to My
MOSL is part of our overall Channel
Management programme and the delivery
of our systems target architecture for the
website to become the ‘single front door’
for trading parties to access our services.
As we move into Phase 3 of the Channel
Management programme, we will be
focusing on ‘general queries’ – these are
queries raised through our Bilaterals,
Operations, IT Support and Performance
mailboxes. If trading parties raise a query,

this will be logged as a ticket, displayed
on their queries landing page with clear
Service Level Agreements against each
query.
In Q1 we will be gathering the
requirements for this next phase of
work and the next prioritised process
– the Disputes process – which will be
moved across from Kissflow. We will also
continue to work with the trading party
Beta Group to support the development
and testing of this next phase.
We look forward to sharing more updates
in the coming weeks. If you would like
any support signing up for SSO, please
email ITsupport@mosl.co.uk. If you have
any questions about the programme or
the launch of My MOSL, please email
comms@mosl.co.uk.
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Making changes: your change proposal update
Implementations
CPW123 - 'Improved remote read type
codes'

to reject this change having concluded
that the cost of implementing it
appeared to outweigh the identified
benefit to customers.

CPW123 was implemented into the
market codes on Friday 13 May and
released into CMOS on Friday 20 May.

Code Change Committee
Recommendations

Ofwat Decisions

At its April meeting, the Code Change
Committee made recommendations to
Ofwat on the following changes:

CPW070c - Phase 3 - Processes F4, F5
and G1
On 30 March Ofwat published its
decision to approve this change for
implementation on 31 May 2022. This
change introduces the F4 (Customer
enquiries), F5 (Customer complaints),
and G1 (Trade Effluent enquiries)
processes into the bilateral hub.
CPW122 – Introducing Direct Debit as
a Payment Method

CPW105 - Provisions of Information
Obligation
This change seeks to reduce Strategic
Panel and Code Change Committee
involvement in MOSL’s Provisions of
Information obligation in the Market
Terms. The Committee recommended
Ofwat approves this change for
implementation on 26 August 2022,
provided approval is received by 22 July
2022.

On 3 May Ofwat published its decision

CPW129 - Review of Post RF
Materiality Threshold
This change seeks to revise the
materiality threshold for Post RF
settlement runs, which the proposer
considers inappropriate and potentially
causes issues with customer backbilling.
The Code Change Committee
recommended Ofwat rejects this
change as it was unsure of the scale
of the issue and perceived customer
benefits. It also questioned whether a
more holistic and strategic review of
the settlement reconciliation process,
rather than focusing solely on the
issue identified by the change, could
lead to greater efficiency. MOSL
will be drafting options to support
this holistic approach in the coming
months. If implemented, the Committee
recommended implementation on 26
August 2022, provided Ofwat approval
is received by 5 August 2022.

Market Improvement Fund
MOSL is set to announce the latest round of successful bids of the Market Improvement
Fund.
Following an initial eligibility review,
the independent Selection Committee
recommended nine out of 13 bids,
totalling £889k, for funding. These bids
follow the successful seven projects from
the debut round of the fund in September
2021.

the successful projects in the coming
weeks.
As the bidding window closes, focus
will now move to provide updates of the
ongoing projects and their impact on
driving improvements in the market.

We will be sharing more information on

Monthly Market Statistic
“When we analyse non-household (NHH) meter locations with other geographic data, we can
see that 36 per cent of NHH meters are located in water resource zones classified as having
high water deficits, and 64 per cent of NHH meters are located in water company areas
classified as being water stressed by the Environment Agency."
Source: MOSL analysis using CMOS meter point data, Water Resource Management Plans 2019 and Environment Agency Water
Stress Designations (updated July 2021)
A large proportion of NHH meter locations are found in areas classified as having water supply challenges. Understanding the
geography of meter locations will enable retailers to tailor messaging and target solutions to customers who most need to
reduce their water usage. Understanding this geographic context from water scarcity to pollution and flooding, can support us in
driving better outcomes for customers and the environment through evidence-based interventions.
For more information visit the Market Insight page of the MOSL website to view our Water Scarcity Map.

Market Focus
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Strategic Metering Review update
One of the key findings of the Artesia Report into Enhanced Metering Technology showed the importance of a ‘common data output
standard’.
But what would a common data
standard mean for water companies
that are already using different metering
technologies?

consumption data is likely to take place in
the meter reading system or meter data
management system used by trading
parties capturing the readings.

Martin Hall, the Strategic Metering Review
Programme Lead, explains: “Companies
agree about the benefits of common data
standards, but it’s a term that can set
alarm bells ringing.

No doubt, agreeing a common data output
standard will still be a challenge, but
this approach will not affect companies’
choice of technology. Instead, it should
encourage companies to accelerate their
adoption of smart meter technologies.”

Those who have already invested in
enhanced metering technologies will be
concerned about whether they will meet
the standard or whether their technologies
need to be adapted or replaced. Others
may be put off rolling out enhanced meter
technologies until data standards are
agreed.
In fact, companies needn’t be concerned.
The key word in the Artesia report is
common data ‘output’ standards. In other
words, the technology that is used to read
a meter and the format that data is in
doesn’t matter. The common data
standard will determine how that data is
formatted and transmitted after it has
been collected. The standardisation of

The challenge then becomes which
technology to choose. Simon Bennett,
Market Improvement Lead, said: “I have
been in the water industry for nearly
40 years, and I was still not fully aware
of the wider range in technologies on
the market. From our research we have
put together an initial suppliers and
technology list, which should help
wholesalers who want to challenge
their own metering or operational teams
and retailers inputting to the annual
wholesalers’ metering list [see Business
Terms, section 4.2.1].
On the topic of sharing data, we are really
pleased to see wholesalers signing up to

CMOS transactions and release

Definitions
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI)– or ‘smart’ - meters can
transmit readings over longer
distances using a fixed radio network
infrastructure.
Automated Meter Reading
Automated Meter Reading (AMR)
meters transmit reads over shorter
distances using ‘walk-by’ or ‘driveby’ radio reading systems.

our Data Sharing Agreements as part of
our ‘quick start’ projects and providing
consumption data to MOSL. This data
will support both the Strategic Metering
Review and the RWG’s water efficiency
work."
If you’d like to receive updates on the
Strategic Metering Review, please make
sure you are signed up through the option
on our mailing list.

CMOS Statistics - April 2022
Number of HVI transactions submitted

505,317

Number of MVI transactions submitted

96,370

Number of LVI transactions submitted

35,638
637,325

Total transactions submitted by
trading parties

The CMOS Release 12.0 deployment to Production and MPS
environments were moved due to a clash with the Market
Performance Framework (MPF) calculations and the reporting
which needed to be run on 14-15 May.
CMOS Release 12.0 was
deployed into Production on
Friday 20 May and the MPS will
be deployed on Friday 27 May.
Further details on the timings
for deployment are available on
our website (CMOS – Current
Release) Release Schedule
2022 – 2023 and CMOS 12.0
Release Note.

The final version of the Error
Codes for CMOS Release 12.0
is now available on our website
here.

21 per cent
decrease from
March 2022

CMOS Notifications sent (.M)

1,479,377

Number of active users in CMOS (GUI)

5,610

Maximum number of concurrent users

338

Unplanned outages

None

Number of Unplanned Settlement Runs
(USRs)

47

Number of Market Dataset (MDS)
reports generated

13,243
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Trading Party Survey responses
In March 2022, MOSL issued its Annual
Trading Party Survey to members.
We would like to thank those trading
parties who responded to this survey. In
total we received a 78 per cent response
rate. Overall, respondents rated MOSL's
performance as market operator an
average score of 4.0 (on a 1-5 scale from
‘very dissatisfied’ to ‘very satisfied’),
building on the 3.9 average score from our
2021 end of year survey.
Our scores have improved across all four
of our service areas.

For full transparency, we have published a
summary of the responses along with the
full anonymised report.
For the mid-year survey, we included a
new section with questions relating to
MOSL’s engagement. The report highlights
the movement based on trading party
ratings for our engagement and website.
There was acknowledgement across
respondents of the work MOSL is
undertaking to continuously improve
its services and drive improvement in
the wider market. Further information is
available in the summary document.

The feedback we received will be used to
identify improvements in the delivery of our
services and overall communications and
engagement.
We will be publishing further information,
including outlining the actions we are
taking to address trading parties’ concerns
in the next few weeks. We will also be
issuing our shorter, Mid-Year Survey in
late-Autumn.
If you have any questions regarding the
survey or the response documents, please
email comms@mosl.co.uk.

Bilateral Transactions Programme update
The countdown is on to the launch of the next four bilateral transactions processes, which are due to go live in the bilaterals hub at
the end of the month.
The meter repair/replace (B5), customer
complaints (F5), customer enquiries (F4)
and trade effluent enquiries (G1) processes
are scheduled to go live on Tuesday 31
May.
Trading parties are currently submitting
their assurance forms to confirm that they
have been able to carry out key activities
in the hub. We will soon be issuing
updated training materials and gearing up
to provide additional ‘early life support’
from launch until the end of June.
Commenting on the milestone, John
Gilbert, Head of Planning, said: “In January

we agreed with trading parties that we
would launch bilateral transactions in
tranches and allow more time to prepare
for Phase 3.
As well as continuing to develop future
processes and code documentation,
we have used this time to add more
functionality to the hub. This includes
the ability for third parties to follow the
progress of bilateral transactions and
further system optimisations.
I’m pleased to say that all trading parties
have reported that they are confident
about hitting the Phase 3 deadline in our

recent ‘check-in’ survey.”
Preparations for the launch of Phase 4,
which will see the launch of three meterrelated processes (B1, B3 and B7) at
the beginning of August, are also at an
advanced stage, with the code documents
to mandate their adoption already
approved and in place.
The next Planning Update is due to take
place on Wednesday 25 May. If you
have any questions or queries about the
programme, please email bilaterals@mosl.
co.uk.

Nominations open for wholesaler to join the Metering
Committee
A vacancy has arisen for a wholesaler representative to join the Metering Committee.
Nominations are open until 1 June.
Maximising the amount of timely, accurate
meter reads and granular consumption
data is key to the market’s drive to improve
water efficiency, reduce leakage and
enable retailers to develop innovative
tariffs.
The Metering Committee is overseen by
the Strategic Panel and supports MOSL
by overseeing strategic programmes
- considering the business case for
enhanced metering technology and
evaluating potential changes to roles and
responsibilities - as well as delivering a
series of operational ‘quick start’ projects.

Market Focus

This vacancy is an excellent opportunity
for a wholesaler representative to join other
trading parties and stakeholders to help
shape the market’s approach to a critical
area of focus for the non-household market
and its customers – as well as an excellent
personal development opportunity.
The role description and nomination form
are available on the nominations page of
the MOSL website. Trading parties wishing
to make a nomination should submit the
nominee's CV, along with a completed
nomination form, to people@mosl.co.uk by
6pm on Wednesday 1 June 2022.

The Metering Committee Chair will work
with MOSL to review nominations and
shortlist candidates to progress through
the selection process. Shortlisted
candidates will be interviewed by the
Metering Committee Chair and members of
the Strategic Metering programme.
An appointment to the Metering Committee
is expected to be made by July 2022.
If you have any questions, please email
panel.secretariat@mosl.co.uk.
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Data Digest
Data Insight is one of our key improvement programmes as outlined in our 2022-25 Business Plan. Over the last 12 months we have
focused on delivering improved data insight to the market through the development of a new suite of dashboards and market charts.
As this work continues, we will be providing trading parties with a monthly update of key publications and outputs from our data
improvement activities.

Data and Analytics Roadmap
Work has progressed on the production
of a roadmap which sets out the timeline
for activities in the Market Data Strategy
published in March. The roadmap will
include more information of the activities
and workstreams which we will undertake,
with support from the market, to deliver
against the strategy’s four strategic themes.
The themes are:
6 Reduce the cost and increase the value
of market data
6 Increase the completeness and accuracy
of market data
6 Develop a Market Data Management
Framework
6 Use data proactively to uncover risks,
issues, and opportunities.
The roadmap will be published on the MOSL
website in June.

Data Personas
One of the first activities we will be
delivering as part of the roadmap is to
publish a series of data personas that
demonstrate the diverse ways in which
data users access and use market data
– this includes risks around data and key

opportunities. The data personas will be
published alongside a paper outlining the
data services that we currently provide and
will provide insight into how data is currently
being used by different personas. The
personas and paper will be published on the
MOSL website next month.

R-MeX dashboard
Following the closure of the Retailer
Measure of Experience (R-MeX) survey in
February 2022, we have now published a
dedicated R-MeX dashboard on the MOSL
website which shows trends in wholesaler

performance across all three surveys.
With different filter and view options, the
dashboard will be used by MOSL and the
Market Performance Committee (MPC) to
review ongoing market improvement and
provide retailers and customers with an
indication of how wholesalers are performing
in the market over a period of time.
The dashboard can be found on the Market
Charts page and via the Market Insight area
of the MOSL website.

Behind the Mailbox - Meet the Team
Over the next few months, we will be introducing you to MOSL colleagues from across the business helping you to get to know the
teams and individuals who support the operation of the market and provide services to our trading party members. This month we
are introducing Sam Webb, our newly promoted Head of Market Assurance.
"Hi, I’m Sam, I have worked in the utilities industry for 14 years and joined MOSL in January 2019. I look after Market Performance,
Operations and Market Assurance within MOSL.
Day to day, I work with my team to ensure trading parties are performing and operating
according to the market codes and work with them on ways to improve their overall
performance. We also produce the performance reports which trading parties can find in their
SharePoint folders each month.
I am currently leading on the market audit, assuring the market that code mandated processes
are being followed and trading parties (as well as MOSL) are being held to account and
improving where problems are identified. You can find out more about the market audit work at
the User Forum on 22 June.
We are also at the end of a mailbox. If you need to contact me, or my team, please use either
our Operations mailbox (for any queries relating to operational tasks such as market entry,
market exit, reassurance, etc.) or the Performance mailbox (for any queries relating to the
performance standards or charges associated with these). We are a small team, but always
happy to help!"
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The RWG Corner
Your monthly round-up of Retailer Wholesaler Group (RWG) activities and updates:

Eligibility sub-group

Planned/Unplanned sub-group

Following its response to Ofwat’s draft
guidance, the group is now awaiting the
final document for review.

On 4 May, we issued a Request for
Information (RFI) on the sharing of
customer contact details for use during
an unplanned event. Responses can
be submitted via the online form. The
deadline for responses is Wednesday 1
June.

Leakage Allowance
Both the main guidance document and
customer-facing guidance document
have now been updated. These have
been published on the MOSL and CCW
websites. The group will now focus on
producing an allowance calculator.

Meter Reading Standards sub
-group
Producing guidance for meter reading
standards has now been picked up
by the Metering Committee as part of
the Strategic Metering Review. The
committee will continue to work with the
RWG in strengthening this guidance.

Water Efficiency sub-group
The draft independent report produced by
Economics Insight as part of the Market
Improvement Fund product is being
reviewed. We will share an update with
trading parties at next month’s User Forum
and the next edition of Market Focus.

Standard Location sub-group
This group will now operate under the
remit of the Strategic Metering Review.
Activities will start in July.

New Connections data subgroup
The new group will hold its first meeting
in May. We are still welcoming members,
so if you would like to be involved,
please contact the group’s Chair, Matt
Labrum.

Tariff sub-group
Ashley Marshman, Head of Business
Customer Services at Southern Water,
has taken over as Chair of this group.

RWG branding
Work continues on developing a strong
brand identity and document templates
for the RWG as part of the project
funded by the Market Improvement
Fund. Take a look at some of the options
below. Got a favourite? Email comms@
mosl.co.uk.

My EDI Journey - a blog by Kara Sadler
In January’s Market Focus, we introduced our Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) blog series as part of
a commitment to encourage and celebrate diversity within our workplaces. These blogs showcase different
views, experiences, and challenges across the industry in the EDI space. We hope that by sharing these
blogs we can raise awareness around key issues, encourage open conversations and support the industry in
becoming more diverse and inclusive.
This month,
we invited
Kara Sadler,
Operational
Manager for the
Flowmetering
Business Unit at Z-Tech Control Systems,
to share her journey within the water
industry and her personal perspective of
EDI. Kara has been involved in the sector
for over 12 years and is known for her
great work with the Institute of Water
(IWater).

Market Focus

She currently sits on IWater’s EDI steering
group and is part of the Women’s Network.
Kara shares her motives for joining the
sector, the changing behaviour she’s
witnessed and the work she’s been
involved in promoting EDI.
She says: “On reflection of the water
industry, I see it full of a population
of people who really want to make a
difference and work hard to ensure EDI is
top of the agenda.”

You can read Kara’s full blog on MOSL’s
website.
We look forward to hearing from more
people in MOSL and across the wider
industry as the blog series progresses. If
you are interested in sharing your story
or perspective, please email the Chair of
MOSL’s Diversity Society, Abu Rashid, at
abu.rashid@mosl.co.uk.
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MOSL on the Move
Dates for
your diary

Self-supply User Forum
The Self-Supply User Forum takes place in London on Thursday 16 June. The forum, run
by Waterscan, is the first in person forum since 2020. MOSL’s Head of Planning, John
Gilbert, and Company Secretary and Head of Legal, Andrew Johnson, will be presenting
on MOSL’s business plan, including the Market Performance Framework (MPF) Reform,
which is a key improvement programme in our 2022-25 Business Plan. Head of Market
Engagement and Communications, Lyv Nabarro and Corporate Affairs Manager, Julie
Carly, will also be attending to listen to the views and feedback from the self-supply
community.
For more information, please visit the Waterscan website.

24 May: Code Change Committee 03
6-7 June: CMOS planned maintenance
			
(MPS2 and MPS)
7 June: Metering Committee 15
11 June: CMOS planned maintenance
(Production)
14 June: CCW Business Customer
Forum
16 June: Self-Supply User Forum

FOG and Trade Effluent Masterclass
On 4 May, Southern Water hosted a MOSL masterclass in our Southamption office to raise awareness about Fat, Oil and Grease (FOG)
and trade effluent.
Stephen Williams and Stephen Edwards,
from Southern Water’s Enforcement Team
presented on the problems caused by
FOG, the blockages, floods and pollutions
that result on the impact of sewerage
blockages and how they are working with
businesses and local communities to

reduce this impact and raise awareness.
The team is keen to work with retailers
to help encourage food service
establishments (FSEs) to fit grease
management systems or in creating
additional service in supplying grease

management systems designed to stop
FOG getting to the sewer. Southern Water
will be running the Masterclass again
in June, which is open to all retailers to
attend and learn more about the potential
for these value-added services.

News in Brief
Smaller Trading Party Forum
On 27 April MOSL hosted its first
Smaller Trading Party Forum via
Microsoft Teams. Attendees were
trading party members with less than
10,000 supply points. The purpose
of the session was to provide smaller
trading parties with an opportunity to
share their views on the challenges
and opportunities in the market in a
dedicated forum. The session focused
on the various market improvement
projects and the work of the Strategic
Panel as it sets out its priorities for the
coming years. The next forum will take
place on 22 September 2022.

Spring Innovation Centre blog
John Davies, MOSL CIO, has written a
thought leadership blog for Spring - a
company dedicated to accelerating UK
water sector transformation through
innovation and collaboration - as part
of his new role as co-lead for the
‘Providing the services society wants,
needs and expects’ community. John’s
blog centres on driving a customerled community, how data insight can
unlock opportunities to deliver for
customers and the environment, and
how the industry must build trust to

encourage behavioural change.
Read the blog here. The blog is also
available on our website here and
has been reshared in support of
Waterwise’s Water Saving Week.

World Environment Day
MOSL is taking part in the Institute of
Water (IWater) World Environment Day
mini conference where the group will be
asking: Do you have a #OnlyOneEarth
lifestyle?
Head of Data and Analytics, Liz D’Arcy,
will lead an interactive session to
highlight the role the non-household
market can play in helping the UK
achieve its water efficiency and net zero
goals. You can find out more about the
event here.

We also highlight some of the unique
challenges businesses customers face
in reducing water and ‘join the drops’
between water and energy usage. Look
out for the campaign and our posts via
Twitter and LinkedIn.

User Forum
This month’s User Forum took place
on Wednesday 18 May. Agenda items
included the return of MOSL’s Head
of Data Insights and Analytics, Liz
D’Arcy, and Senior Data Analyst, Nicole
Withey, to demonstrate a new switching
dashboard. There was also updates
on the launch of MOSL’s new Query
Management System and your regular
RWG updates. For more information,
please visit the event page.

Water Saving Week
This week we have been taking part
in Waterwise’s Water Saving Week
through a series of social posts and
blogs. Through the posts we are keen to
show support for Waterwise’s annual
campaign and raise awareness around
the contribution the non-household
market can make towards water savings.

Want to give us
feedback?
Email us at
comms@mosl.
co.uk.
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